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Conceptualizing digital and physical connectivity: the position of 
European cities in Internet backbone and air traffic flows 
 
Abstract 
‘Digital’ telecommunication flows and ‘physical’ corporeal flows provide researchers with 
comprehensive indicators of the economic interactions between cities. However, previous 
research drawing on telecommunication-based measures of inter-urban connectivity has 
been hampered by inadequate conceptualizations and data. This paper draws on this 
observation to devise a new approach for measuring inter-urban connectivity based on a 
city’s insertion in Internet backbone networks. The straightforward example of air 
transport flows is thereby used to outline this approach. To investigate telecommunication 
and air passenger flows, we make use of European statistics on Internet eXchange Points 
and the MIDT airline database respectively. We illustrate our approach through a 
systematic comparison of the position of European cities in both types of networks. It is 
found that European cities assume largely similar hierarchical levels in terms of digital 
and physical information flows, albeit that the digital connectivity of centrally located 
European cities is often somewhat higher than that of peripheral cities with a similar 
levels of physical connectivity. 
 
Keywords: Global cities, digital connectivity, airline connectivity, European urban 
network 
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I. Introduction 
Illustrated by a wide range of empirical and theoretical indicators, the world is 
experiencing a series of fundamental social, political, economic, and cultural 
transformations. These transformations are often collectively captured by the 
‘globalization’ metaphor, but also frequently described as the emergence of a ‘Network 
Society’ or an ‘Information Society’. One of the most cited chroniclers of this 
transformation is Manuel Castells, who has repeatedly argued that the key driver of these 
fundamental changes is the advent of new information and (tele)communication 
technologies (ICT): society remains capitalist, but information and knowledge are now the 
prime facilitators of economic productivity and societal change under capitalism. Castells 
(1996) dissects the concomitant spatial transformation of global society in much detail in 
The Rise of the Network Society, the first volume of his trilogy The Information Age. In this 
book, Castells advances the idea that the contemporary morphology of our ICT-driven 
societies is primarily constituted by networks.  
 
Castells’ work has been widely adopted in recent urban research. This is not just because 
of his antecedents in urban sociology/geography, but also because he identifies the 
emergence of a global urban network as ‘the most direct illustration’ of the contemporary 
network society (Castells, 1996, p. 415). This relates to the work of leading urban scholars 
such as Sassen (2002) and Taylor (2004), who present the argument that major cities 
today should primarily be conceived as centers of new knowledges within transnational 
networks of information and corporeal flows. Such embedding of cities in a ‘space of flows’ 
crucially directs our attention beyond simple concern for what cities ‘contain’ to their 
connections with other cities. This has long been neglected in urban studies, but in recent 
years, researchers have increasingly studied the myriad interactions between major cities 
across the world. Perhaps unsurprisingly, information on infrastructure networks has 
been of prime significance in this literature, as these are the principal channels for the 
flows that define the architecture of transnational urban networks (Derudder, 2006). 
Smith & Timberlake (2001), Matsumoto (2004) and Grubesic et al. (2008), for instance, 
assess the connectivity of cities based on different measures of air travel, while Moss & 
Townsend (2000), Malecki (2002) and Rutherford et al. (2005) use information on 
Internet backbone bandwidth size to assess the magnitude of inter-city relations. 
 
For students of and academics interested in the changing roles of telecommunications in 
the economy and society, the most crucial observation is that the degree of knowledge 
infrastructure development is being invoked to assess cities’ connectivity. However, this 
literature has been plagued by at least two specific problems (for a more detailed overview 
of the ‘geographies of imperfection in telecommunication analysis’, see Grubesic & Murray, 
2005). The first problem is that data flowing to/from a given city through Internet 
backbone networks is not necessarily associated with that city: cities also act as switching 
points for the (re-)routing of data flows between other pairs of cities. Thus information 
and knowledge exchanges via ICT networks between, say, London and Brussels may 
follow different routes and well pass through “exchange points” or “hubs” such as Paris or 
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Amsterdam, so that the latter cities act as information brokers rather than as a proper 
information origin/destination1. The second problem is that backbone capacity is not 
necessarily a good indicator of actual connectivity: the fact that a city has a well-developed 
ICT infrastructure does not imply that it is actually well-connected to other cities2. 
Furthermore, data networks are not designed to use 100% of capacity all the time, unlike a 
water or natural gas pipeline, or an electrical grid.3  
 
Taken together, it is obvious that the entire idea of measuring inter-city flows based on a 
city’s ICT capacity (e.g., Choi et al., 2006) needs some rethinking: the fact that two cities 
are not directly linked via backbone networks does not imply these cities do not boast 
important knowledge interactions, while the usage of capacity indicators may well distort 
the analysis. In practice, this implies the need for (i) the adoption of a more coherent 
definition of urban ICT connectivity and (ii) the usage of actual flow data. The formative 
purpose of this paper is to engage in some of this rethinking. To this end, we present a new 
heuristic for measuring urban connectivity in Internet backbone networks.4  
 
The remainder of this paper consists of two main parts. The first section provides a brief 
overview of the theoretical and empirical literature on transnational urban networks, with 
a specific focus on the role of ICT in this context. We then discuss the double problem of 
the lack of coherent measures in the study of inter-city infrastructure flows, and use this 
discussion in the second section to devise alternative ways of conceptualizing and 
measuring inter-city flows. The straightforward example of air transport flows is thereby 
used to outline our notion of urban Internet backbone connectivity. We illustrate our 
approach by systematically comparing the position of European cities in both networks by 
means of a cluster analysis (e.g., see Choi et al. 2006). In the conclusion, we summarize our 
main findings and discuss the potential and drawbacks of the methodology outlined in this 
paper, and—following from this—an overview of possible avenues for further research. 
 
                                                            
1 When interpreted in terms of airline networks, one might say that it has been implicitly assumed that there 
are no interactions between Dublin and Hamburg because there are at present no direct flights between these 
cities. It is, however, clear that a number of people are actually flying between both cities, albeit that they do so 
via an intermediate ‘hub’. 
2 Again, when interpreted in terms of airline networks, one might say that it has been implicitly assumed that 
cities have a sizable connectivity because they have a big airport (even when no-one actually uses it). It is, 
however, clear that information on the number of actual passengers would be a better indicator than airport 
capacity per se.  
3
 As one of the reviewers of this paper rightly pointed out, the recent invention of peer-to-peer applications 
that operate late at night (e.g., bit-torrent) are not changing this pattern yet because most users are too lazy to 
delay application to low-peak time periods which make it no surprise that in a 24 hour day there are large time 
periods in which the network is underutilized (Odlyzko 1999, 2000).  
4 We do not pretend that our method reflects the actual values of digital intercity flows, however, it draws 
attention to some neglected elements in this particular research and elaborate a possible way forward to 
measure digital intercity connectivity.  This is, we believe, of interest for current urban network as well as 
urban policy research based on Internet geographies (e.g., Rood 2000, Rutherford et al., 2004, Choi et al., 
2006).  
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II. Digital and physical accessibility in a ‘Network Society’ 
 
• A three-layered ‘space of flows’ 
 
The flow and exchange of information has always been of prime importance for cities. As 
such, cities have always benefited from information infrastructures linking them to other 
places, ranging from various forms of postal service to today’s ‘information 
superhighways’ based on the global Internet (Rutherford, 2008). However, information 
and knowledge exchanges, it would seem, are now more important for cities than they 
have ever been. It is therefore perhaps useful to begin our discussion by providing a more 
detailed account of how the changing roles of telecommunications in the economy and 
society have entered the empirical literature on urban systems after Castells’ highly cited 
trilogy.  
 
Arguably the most important chapter of Castells’ (1996, 2000) The Rise of the Network 
Society is that on ‘the space of flows’, which deals with the complexity of the interaction 
between technology, society, and space. This ‘space of flows’ can, according to Castells, 
best be defined as ‘the material organization of time-sharing practices that work through 
flows’ (p. 412). It has three layers: (1) the material basis for the space of flows (e.g., 
electronic impulses in digital networks such as information flows via the Internet 
backbone), (2) the places which constitute the nodes and hubs of networks (e.g., major 
cities across the globe, which together form a ‘world city network’), and (3) the spatial 
organization of cosmopolitan elites in terms of work, play and movement (e.g., the 
expatriation of managerial elites). As pointed out in the introduction, Castells’ prime 
contribution to the recent literature on urban systems is to position the emergence of a 
‘world city network’ (WCN) into a richer and more comprehensive theoretical context: it is 
one important network within one particular layer of the space of flows, the new spatial 
logic of the informational age. 
 
From an empirical point of view, the consequences of this clear-cut ‘network stance’ are 
self-evident. As all measurement and data should be products of theory, empirical analyses 
of the WCN should reflect the ‘space of flows’ perspective that lies at the root of its 
conceptualization. To develop the view of cities as a process based on transnational 
connectivity, network data are required (Beaverstock et al., 2000). The various data 
sources that have been devised in this context can thus be thought of as indicators of 
several types of contingent flows that provide information on the spatiality of the middle 
layer in Castells’ three-layer structure: the WCN (Table 1, for an overview, see Derudder, 
2006). As information on ICT flows, the subject matter of this paper, is firmly rooted in the 
first layer, we will work our way back from the third to the first layer. 
 
Table 1 about here. 
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• Layer 3: The spatial organization of managerial elites 
 
The main thrust of the empirical study of Beaverstock (2004) is that expatriation of 
managerial elites throughout the WCN embodies a major development strategy of 
globalized service firms. As a deliberate organizational policy, expatriation helps to 
develop, manage, and diffuse idiosyncratic knowledge between all units in the office 
network in order to service the client and increase profitability and market share. This 
builds on Perkins’ (1997, pp. 62-63) review of expatriate organizational strategy, in which 
he puts forward that the rationale for employing expatriates is that “[e]very successful 
major business will invest heavily in the development of a distinctive International Cadre 
of executives, capable of transferring the enterprise’s commercial and operational 
philosophies and systems into every location in which they wish to do business… This 
group - capable of thinking global, acting local, and vice versa - will be among the premium 
capital an organization will wish to have access to.” Following this lead, Beaverstock 
(2004) unpacks the spatiality of expatriation within corporate networks of some major 
London-based law firms. His analysis reveals some basic tendencies in the overall 
structure of the WCN, such as London’s strong links with Hong Kong, New York, Paris, 
Singapore, and Frankfurt.  
 
• Layer 2: The nodes and hubs of the space of flows 
 
Databases detailing inter-city relations in the second layer of the space of flows are more 
direct in their treatment of urban interactions, because they explicitly focus on the nodes 
and hubs of the network society. A major strand of research in this context is the in-depth 
analysis of the connections between major cities as demonstrated by their airline 
connections. Drawing on this observation, Smith & Timberlake (2001) reveal the spatiality 
of the WCN through an analysis of the global airline network. Their study discloses that 
the overall structure of the WCN is one in which cities such as New York, Frankfurt, 
London, Amsterdam, Tokyo, Paris and Singapore are dominant because of their central 
positions in airline networks.  
 
Another important approach deals with the contemporary spatial organization of major 
service firms. As elaborated in Sassen (2001, 2002), such firms use individual world cities 
as bases for their global location schemes. Perhaps the most widely cited contributions in 
this context stem from the research pursued by the Globalization and World Cities study 
group (GaWC, http://www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc). GaWC has developed a methodology for 
studying the formation of the WCN based on the presence of globalized service firms, 
which starts from the observation that advanced service firms ‘interlock’ world cities 
through their intra-firm communications of information, knowledge, plans, directions, 
advice, etc. to create a network of global service centers (for more details, see Taylor et al., 
2002). Their empirical results reinforce the observation that the WCN is centred on cities 
such as New York, Frankfurt, London, Amsterdam, Tokyo, and Paris. 
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• Layer 1: The material basis for the space of flows 
 
As in the work of Perkins (1997) and Beaverstock (2004), empirical analyses of the 
spatiality of electronic impulses in digital networks assume that the parallels with the 
WCN are substantial enough to inform us on the spatiality of the latter. There will 
obviously be differences between the geography of ICT networks and the WCN. For 
instance, according to Telegeography 45% of total Internet traffic is used for Web use, 
25% for peer to peer traffic, 8% for streaming, 6% email, 3% VoIP, 3% IP VPN, 2% for 
gaming, and 8% for “other” purposes (Global Internet Map, TeleGeography 2009). 
Studying economic interactions based on these ICT flows remains therefore somewhat 
tricky. However, as one reads the world city classification literature, it becomes clear that 
there are substantial limitations, as well specific strengths, to any database used or any 
measure devised to better understand the cities’ positions in the current globalized 
network society. The same problem is related for instance to urban network studies based 
on the multifaceted air passenger or money flows (Derudder & Witlox, 2008). Thus these 
concerns are not a problem unique to ICT flow data, that is, it is believed that observing 
and understanding the overall picture of those traffic networks will further improve our 
knowledge about the exchange of knowledge/expertise between major cities.  Thus, 
drawing on Castells’ observation that the WCN is ‘the most direct illustration’ of the 
contemporary network society enabled by the rise of ICT, it seems sensible enough to 
presume that the similarity will be large enough to assess the WCN through ICT networks.  
 
Drawing on this observation, the essence of the work of Townsend (2001, p. 1700) is “[t]o 
illustrate how global cities have fared in the rapid and massive deployment of Internet 
networks,” while Malecki (2002, p. 400) endeavours to set “the spatial agglomeration of 
linkages and linkage sites (...) in the context of the urban hierarchy of world cities.” The 
most commonly employed approach is to assess the WCN through a spatial analysis of ‘the 
network of networks’, the Internet backbone (e.g., Moss and Townsend, 2000; Gorman & 
Malecki, 2000; Malecki, 2004; Rutherford et al., 2004, Schintler et al., 2005; Townsend, 
2007; Tranos and Gillespie, 2008). Other studies focus on the interconnection points of the 
Internet network (Wheeler & O’Kelly, 1999; Malecki, 2002; Grubesic & O’Kelly, 2002), 
while Williams and Brunn (2004), Devriendt et al. (2008, 2009) and Boulton et al. (2010) 
propose to measure inter-city linkages based on the ‘invisible’ structure of the Worldwide 
Web as exemplified by hyperlinks and the structure of search engines (in this context, see 
also Barnett et al. 2001; Barnett and Park 2005). Again, these papers collectively point to 
the large connectivities of major cities such as New York, Frankfurt, London, Amsterdam, 
Tokyo, and Paris. 
 
  
• Digital and physical connectivity: the ‘argument of the eye’ and beyond 
 
Although a fairly large number of ICT-based WCN studies have been published to date, the 
majority of empirical analyses of the WCN are inspired by Castells’ second layer: analyses 
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drawing on the corporate geographies of service firms and air transport-based studies of 
urban connectivity have dominated this literature. This relative underdevelopment of ICT-
based analyses has a number of causes. A first reason is that analyses based on the 
tangible infrastructures of WCN-formation (such as airports) or the key agents in the 
creation of inter-city interactions (such as globalized service firms) seem to have more 
analytical purchase (Derudder, 2006). A second reason is a scepticism amongst many 
social and urban scientists about the hype which surrounds ICT, i.e. the ‘visionary’ 
statements about telecommunications and the concomitant future decline of cities (e.g. 
‘the end of geography’, ‘the death of distance’, ‘the anything-anywhere-anytime dream’, 
etc.) (Graham 2004). A further cause is the comparative ‘invisibility’ of ICT flows (Hillis 
1998, Janelle & Hodge 2000): urban scholars seem to be trapped by what Cosgrove (1984, 
p. 31) and Lowenthal (1961, p. 241) have famously called “the argument of the eye” and 
the intimate relation between “human logic and optics.” Put differently: although ICT is no 
less important than air travel for the (re)production of inter-city flows, the former 
infrastructure is somewhat less ‘visible’ so that urban scholars are perhaps less inclined to 
make use of ICT-based indicators.  
 
Probably the most important reason for this relative neglect, however, has been the lack of 
suitable data to measure information flows (Grubesic & Murray, 2005). Greenstein (2007, 
p. 3) puts it as follows:  
 
“We have marvellous statistical data about thousands of cements and concrete 
plants throughout the [world], as well as the users in many locales. We know a lot 
about the price of cement and concrete, productivity improvement in cement and 
concrete, the contribution of these firms to the tax base of their local economy, and, 
even, how much they contribute to pollution in a locality. It goes on and on. I would 
conjecture that (if a policy maker cared to know) we can predict how many plants 
will enter a local region when the US Congress passes a new highway construction 
bill. In Internet studies, in contrast, we have little comparable data about the 
prices, quality, taxes, employment or revenues. The frontier of research is still at a 
descriptive level because we do not have the data.”  
 
Actual Internet traffic data are, for instance, not publicly available because of security 
reasons and commercial confidentiality (Dodge & Kitchin, 2002). Furthermore, the fast-
evolving nature of ICT communication technologies implies that data that are sometimes 
outdated almost as soon as they actually appear (Rutherford et al., 2005; Grubesic, 2008). 
The goal of the next section, therefore, is to develop a more coherent conceptualization 
and associated measure of urban ICT connectivity in order to take a step forward in our 
understanding about ICT-based inter-city connectivity.   
 
 
III. Conceptualizing and measuring connectivity 
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• Connectivity in infrastructure networks 
 
In this section, we outline an alternative approach for conceptualizing and measuring 
urban connectivity in Internet backbone networks. We begin by developing the more 
straightforward example of air transport connectivity in order to work out comprehensive 
indicators of urban ICT connectivity. The air transport connectivity example is developed 
in detail —taking into account the significant dissimilarities between both networks (e.g. 
cost/time trade-offs are significant in airline but not in TCP/IP networks)—to gain more 
insight in the difficulties associated with the measurement of inter-city flows in urban 
network studies, and will also be used to assess the relevance of a spatial interactional 
modelling (SIM) approach to the estimation of inter-city relations. Furthermore, the 
positive relationship between the flows of people and information is a longstanding 
pattern and needs more study based on urban network metrics which consider both traffic 
flows (see Kellerman, 1990, 1992, Choi et al., 2006, Devriendt, 2010).  
 
In spite of the seemingly ever-growing importance of advanced digital communication 
tools, the relationship between the flows of people and information is being reinforced in 
the ICT era: face-to-face contact - facilitated by air travel - remains a prerequisite when it 
comes to inter-urban information and knowledge exchange. Denstadli & Gripsrud (2010), 
for instance, show that digital communication and corporeal co-presence should not be 
seen as mutually exclusive, opposite means of information and knowledge exchange. They 
note, for instance, that videoconferencing has to date only to a minor degree substituted 
business travel. Furthermore, they also note that in some situations such digital exchanges 
may even generate the (perceived or real) need for travel, which further reduces the net 
substitution effect. It is therefore no surprise that air travel is predicted to keep growing in 
spite of there being ‘digital’ alternatives for some flights (IATA, 2010).  
 
As pointed out in the previous section, the analysis of WCN-formation based on air travel 
data has been of major importance in this literature. In contrast to the limited number of 
datasets on telecommunication flows, there is a wide range of available airline statistics, 
such as the information provided by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), 
the Association of European Airlines (AEA), the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), 
the Official Airline Guide (OAG), etc. However, perhaps ironically, this literature has long 
been hampered by data problems that are largely comparable to those in ICT-based WCN 
research: most ‘standard’ airline statistics (i) do not feature information about the actual 
routes flown by passengers, while (ii) the use of capacity data may distort the analysis. 
Especially the first problem has plagued airline-based WCN analyses. Most airline data 
record the individual legs of a trips separately rather than the trip as a whole, so that in 
case of stopovers a significant number of real inter-city links are replaced by two or more 
links that reflect airline corporate strategies rather than meaningful inter-urban 
interactions. For example, a passenger flying from Dublin to Hamburg via London will not 
be recorded as a ‘Dublin-Hamburg’ link, but rather as ‘Dublin–London’ and ‘London–
Hamburg’ separately. Given that in general one third of the passengers make one or more 
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stopovers, this reveals an important bias in previous datasets (Derudder et al., 2007). 
While researchers have investigated the working and structure of hub-and-spoke 
networks in great detail (O’Kelly, 1986; Shaw, 1993; Dennis, 1994; Button, 2002, 2004; 
Burghouwt and Veldhuis, 2005; Derudder et al., 2007), it is only recently that they have 
started paying attention to this problem in urban network research drawing  on inter-city 
air passenger flows (Beaverstock et al., 2000; Derudder and Witlox, 2005 & 2008; Zook 
and Brunn, 2006).  
 
In this paper, we make use of the approach and data detailed in Derudder & Witlox (2005). 
In this article, the authors make use of the Marketing Information Data Transfer (MIDT) 
data source. The information in this dataset is based on information recorded by 
Computer Reservation Systems (CRS). CRSs provide information on individual bookings. 
These systems are used by travel agencies to manage airline bookings, hotel reservations, 
and car rentals. Well-known examples include Galileo, Apollo, Sabre, Worldspan, and 
Amadeus. The MIDT system centralizes the information of CRSs: it contains information 
such as board on/off cities, airline codes, departure date, intermediate stops (if any), flight 
number(s), passenger volumes, and other booking-related information. With the 
cooperation of an airline, the authors were able to obtain a partial MIDT database, which 
comprises information on origins, destination and stopovers of more than 500 million 
passenger movements during the period January – August 2001. For purposes of 
consistency with our data on digital flows (see below), we will only calculate the 
relationships between the cities available in both datasets (= 36).  
 
While the data is older than be would ideal, it is preferable to the alternatives as the MIDT 
data do not suffer from the above-mentioned problems of standard airline statistics: (i) 
the dataset features information on the actual flight schedule of passengers (e.g. Dublin-
Hamburg via London rather than Dublin-London and London-Hamburg separately), while 
(ii) the data reflect actual bookings rather than potential flows. 5 
 
Table 2 lists the 10 most important European cities based on their total number of origin 
& destination and hub passengers respectively (for more details, see Derudder et al., 
2007)6. The table shows, for instance, that during the period covered by the investigated 
dataset 33% of Amsterdam’s passengers are actually hub passengers, while Barcelona 
functions as a hub airport for a mere 10% of its passengers.  
 
                                                            
5 Another similar and very useful dataset available for the US aviation market is the USDOT 10% ticket sample. 
This dataset includes the full flight itinerary from origin, through hub(s) connections, to destination airport for 
10% of all US flights. Our MIDT dataset, however, contains global (and thus also European) flight information, 
which is required for our purposes. 
6 There are 818 European cities ranked in the MIDT database. We relabelled the airport codes as city codes. 
This was necessary to compute meaningful inter-city measures, because a number of cities have more than one 
major airport. The airport used by a particular passenger is not important in this context because, for the scale 
of measuring the London-Amsterdam relation, it is irrelevant for this study whether a flight goes from 
Heathrow to Schiphol or from Gatwick to Schiphol. 
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Table 2 about here 
 
• A straightforward measure of urban connectivity in air transport networks 
 
A measure of urban connectivity in air transport networks has to reflect how ‘accessible’ a 
given city is from other cities. Obviously, above all this can be derived from the number of 
passengers flying to/from that city in strict terms (i.e. beyond airline companies’ hub 
strategies). This information can be obtained from the above-mentioned MIDT data source 
which contains the actual flown routes of air passengers7. To deal with the considerable 
(positive) skewness of the air passenger volumes (= 6.02), the proposed airline 
connectivity measure AICCi is computed by taking the logarithm of the aggregated origin-
destination flow values of all cities. This leads to the following measure for the airline 
connectivity of European cities. 
 
( )∑n
1=j
iji PAXlog=AICC       (1) 
 
Whereby: 
• AICCi: Airline Inter-City Connectivity of city i; 
• PAXij: the total flow of passengers between cities i and j;  
• i ≠ j; n= # cities 
 
To illustrate this AICCi measure, we give two very different examples: i.e. the Milan-
Frankfurt and the Dublin-Hamburg connections. Although (i) the M-F connection boasts a 
large number of direct (= 159607) and a relative small number of indirect flows (= 1198) 
and (ii) the D-H connection only features indirect flows through intermediate hubs (= 
14315), it is possible to derive comparable measures of inter-urban connectivity for both 
city-pairs: 
 
( ) )1198+159607log(=PAXlog=AICC MilanFrankfurtMilanFrankfurt  = 5.21 ( ) )14315+0log(=PAXlog=AICC HamburgDublinHamburgDublin  = 4.16 
 
When aggregated per city, these transformed interactions result in a standardized 
measure of the connectivity of European cities in air transport networks, which gives an 
overall appreciation of how ‘reachable’ cities are in airline networks. Table 3 ranks the 
most important cities in the European airline network according to their AICCi value. 
Table 4 ranks the most important AICC-relationships. 8 
 
                                                            
7 For practical reasons, we only focus on origin-destination trips that involve one or two stopovers. This seems 
a justifiable move since the vast majority of airline trips entail three legs or less (Bryan & O’Kelly 1999). 
8 For a discussion of the position that these European cities take in the AICC measures, see Figure 1 below. 
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Table 3 about here.  
Table 4 about here. 
 
• Towards an alternative measure of urban connectivity in ICT networks 
 
Cities with a high ranking in Table 3 are well connected in information and knowledge 
flows via corporeal co-presence. Our purpose, now, is to derive a similar (and comparable) 
measure of urban connectivity in terms of information and knowledge flows via ICT 
networks. To this end, we continue the research that illustrates how cities have fared in 
the rapid and massive deployment of Internet networks. As pointed out in the previous 
section, a number of earlier research efforts have tried to map urban networks based on 
cities’ insertion in backbone networks. One of the major contentions in this literature has 
been that, because it is virtually impossible to obtain measures of the actual volume of 
data flows between geographic locations, Internet backbone bandwidth capacity has been 
the best proxy around9. However, although such measures may indeed be amongst the 
best proxies around, it is clear that their practical usage is plagued by a number of issues. 
Two problems stand out. The first problem is that the degree of bandwidth utilization 
varies significantly in geographic terms, so that bandwidth capacity may result in a biased 
picture. The second issue can be traced back to the complex mesh network of the ICT 
infrastructure: data packets flowing between two cities often follow very different 
trajectories through this ‘network of networks’. As a consequence, simply gauging the 
magnitude of ICT flows between two cities based on their simple insertion in these 
networks is a rather contentious approach.  
 
The first problem is that bandwidth capacity is not necessarily the best indicator around. 
For a couple of years in a row now, the total international Internet capacity grew faster 
than the current Internet traffic (Odlyzko, 2000). This has led, according to the research 
company TeleGeography, to a situation where globally the average bandwidth utilization 
now stands at a meagre 29 percent. Importantly, the degree of utilization varies 
geographically: while utilization on international links to Europe and Asia fell in 2008, 
they rose in the U.S. and Canada and Latin America (even to the degree that it outpaced the 
deployment of new Internet bandwidth). Overall, this implies that it is increasingly 
difficult to sustain the notion that digital inter-city connections can be measured properly 
based on the bandwidth size indicator. This suggests that other data sources to measure 
the position of cities in digital networks are certainly welcome.  
 
The data used in this paper circumvent this problem to a certain extent in that they are 
based on actual Internet traffic flowing through Internet eXchange Points (IXPs). IXPs are 
physical points that allow various Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to ‘peer’: ISPs need 
IXPs to communicate with one another via computers both next door and on the other side 
                                                            
9 Obviously, digital information is also being distributed via satellite connections, but Internet traffic mainly 
passes via cables because of security and capacity reasons. 
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of the globe as no single network operator could possibly provide Internet access in every 
part of the world. In order to provide end users with universal connectivity, they have to 
interconnect with one another to exchange traffic destined for each other’s end users 
(Gorman & Malecki, 2002). ISPs that want to use the IXP to connect to other ISPs run one 
or more links from their own routers to the exchange point and connect them to the IXP 
routers (for more details, see Devriendt et al. 2008).  The IXP data used here are drawn 
from the Euro-IX (2008) report. This report was compiled by the European Internet 
Exchange Association (Euro-IX) and gives information about the daily peak volume of 
Internet traffic being transferred in European cities in 2007 (in Gbps)10. A lot of IXPs 
publish traffic statistics on their websites in order to promote their interconnection point 
to potential clients. Amsterdam’s ams-ix.net (AMS-IX), for instance, gives information such 
as daily and yearly traffic load graphs and monthly reports about their traffic volume, total 
multicast, IPv6, and broadcast traffic, ISP members, technical and statistical information, 
topology, and so on (see http://www.ams-ix.net/). The Euro-IX report is basically a 
combination of these individual information sources for European cities in 2007. In 
contrast to standard capacity data (i.e. digital bandwidth size), the Euro-IX report includes 
actual traffic data11. Table 5 ranks European cities based on their total volume of daily 
digital traffic in Mbps.  
 
Table 5 about here. 
 
However, although IXP data feature actual Internet traffic, these data do not give any 
information about the actual origin-destination flows between two cities (such as we 
obtained above for the airline-based studies). In order to circumvent this problem, we 
draw on the basic tenets of spatial interaction modelling (SIM). SIM is designed to estimate 
flows of people, material or information between different locations through the use of a 
heuristic wherein the size of flows between two cities (e.g., commuter flows) is 
proportional to the product of a relevant size indicators of the cities (e.g. the labour force 
and the labour market respectively) and inversely proportional to the intervening 
impedance (e.g. the commuting time/distance) (Zipf 1946). In this paper, we compute 
inter-urban flows in telecommunications networks based on the ICT connectivity of a city 
and an impedance function that considers the above-mentioned ‘second’ problem, i.e. the 
                                                            
10 The data represent the situation on 29th of August 2007. Note that these data are taken from publicly 
viewable traffic statistics and information that is provided to Euro-IX via IXPs directly. These statistics do not 
include Private Interconnected traffic that does not pass over the public peering infrastructure (Euro-IX report 
2008). Across Europe, public peering across multiple collocation centers is the norm, private peering is often a 
much more expensive solution (www.drpeering.net). 
11 All major European cities are listed in the Euro-IX report: as the investments of IXPs take place in the 
framework of a market economy, IXPs are located in economic important cities (Gorman and Malecki 2000). 
Large companies and global service firms need to transmit large volume of data quickly between the local, 
regional and global level. A number of secondary cities are also well-connected (e.g., Santiago, Bilbao, 
Tampere, and Lulea). These coastal cities and gateway cities function as hubs for the exchange of digital data 
between (major) cities. 
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fact that we should consider also—parallel to our understanding of the hub-and-spoke 
structure of the airline network—the impact of the complex mesh network structure of 
ICT networks, a truly decentralized system which allow for continuous inter-city 
connections (and reconfiguration around broken or blocked paths by “hopping” from node 
to node until the final destination is reached).  
 
Thus, the configuration of backbone networks implies that the flow of ‘bits’ (packets of 
information) from one place to another can occur via different, and complicated (even 
“long-haul”) routes. Resulting from the general agreement among all ISPs to use best-
effort routing (i.e. the Border Gateway Protocol), data packets do not use the same path to 
go between two points, because routers automatically route away from the most highly 
used routers and paths (Odlyzko 1999, 2003). In other words, a notion of the network 
configuration of both cities matters in this context. For the impedance factor, we consider 
therefore the network connectivity (possible traffic routes)  of both cities and the number 
of switching points at the shortest path in the network. This latter factor is relevant given 
that the possibility of delays/errors increases by the number of switching points a data 
packet needs to pass through (Wheeler & O’Kelly 1999, Obrackzaka & Silva 2000).  A city-
pair with a direct link has, in other words, advantages over a city-pair solely connected 
through links passing a number of switching points (Moss & Townsend 2000, O'Kelly & 
Grubesic 2002, Tranos & Gillespie 2008). Thus, calculating the IF has been done by 
considering the minimal number of intermediate switching points in the SP and the number 
of direct routes of both cities based on the ‘European Terrestrial Networks Map’ of 
TeleGeography 12. Furthermore, in contrast to airline networks where cost/time trade-offs 
are significant, in TCP/IP networks the impedance factor (IF) is of secondary importance. 
TCP/IP networks are not worried about the comfort of their packets (as passengers in 
airline networks) only the time between origin and destination is important. Since packets 
“travel” in no time on different “long haul” and “short haul” paths between two cities, we 
minimize therefore the IF further by taking the square root.  
 
This leads to the following heuristic for measuring the IXP connectivity of European cities, 
in which we make use of the logarithm of Internet traffic statistics to cope with the 
considerable (positive) skewness of the IXP volumes (=3.13, see Devriendt et al. 2008) and 
standardize the impact factor by IFmax (i.e. for London): 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑∑ n
1=j
max
jiij
ji
n
1=j maxij
ji
i
IF
)NC×NC/(SP
IXPlog×IXPlog
=
IF/IF
IXPlog×IXPlog
=DICC     (2) 
                                                            
12 The European Terrestrial Networks map illustrates the total lit bandwidth traversing through 145 European 
cities (above 0.5 Gbps). The 145 cities exist as the top 60 European cities, as ranked by access to lit bandwidth, 
and 85 other important localities (major city, capital city, etc.). Note also that there is a time difference 
between the two different datasets. TeleGeography’s data are from 2002 while the IXPs data refer to 2007. 
However, a more up-to-date map of Telegeography is not available. 
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Whereby: 
• DICCi: Digital Inter-City Connectivity of city i; 
• SPij: the shortest path between cities i and j; 
• NCij: the network connectivity of cities i and j; 
• IFmax: impact factor London with NCLondon = 26 
• IXPi : the daily peak volume of Internet traffic in city i (in Mbps); 
• i ≠ j; n= # cities  
 
By means of illustration, the DICCs for the Milan-Frankfurt connection (SP = 2; NCMilan = 12; 
NCFrankfurt = 17) and the Dublin-Hamburg connection (SP = 2; NCDublin = 6; NCHamburg = 11) 
are computed as follows: 
 
 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
78,10=
26x26/1
12x17/2
25704log×173029log
=DICC MilanFrankfurt
  
( ) ( )
( )
( )
26,2=
26x26/1
11x6/2
2000log×920log
=DICC HamburgDublin
 
 
In order to highlight the relevance of this SIM-based DICCi method, we make use of our  
above-introduced AICC measure. As the MIDT data enable us to observe the real 
magnitude of cities in terms of corporeal information and knowledge flows, it is possible 
to compare the actual connectivities with a similar SIM-based measure for the air travel 
connectivity. A high correlation between this measure and the AICCi values supports the 
adoption of a SIM-based DICC measure to approach the actual ‘digital accessibility’ of a 
given city from other cities. To this end, we make use of the logarithm of both passenger 
totals (to cope with the skewness of the passenger volumes) and consider the travel time 
between each pair of cities (to deal with the impedance factor13). Because short distances 
require more travel time in relative terms, this is done by making use of the logarithm of 
the distance between city-pairs. This leads to the following SIM-based equation for the air 
travel connectivity: 
 
( ) ( )∑
n
1=j ij
ji
i dlog
)PAXlog(×)PAXlog(
=SIMAICC       (3)  
 
Whereby: 
• AICCi (SIM): Airline Inter-City Connectivity of city i based on SIM; 
• dij: distance between cities i and j; 
                                                            
13 As mentioned above, the IF is of “primary” importance in airline networks. 
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• PAXi: the number of origin, destination and hub passengers making use of city i;  
• i ≠ j; n= # cities 
 
The correlation between AICCi and AICCi (SIM) for all city pairs with origin-destination 
flows larger than 30 passengers points out that the SIM-based AICCi measure comes close 
to the ‘real’ corporeal connectivity in the European urban network (Pearson’s r = 0.81).14 
This suggests that use of SIM for the digital inter-city connectivity measure seems 
defensible.  
 
When aggregated per city, the DICC-values result in a standardized measure of the 
connectivity of European cities in a specific type of telecommunication flows, which gives 
an overall appreciation of how ‘reachable’ cities are in ICT networks. Table 6 ranks the 
most important cities in the European airline network according to their DICCi value. 
Table 7 presents the most important DICC-relationships between the cities.15  
 
Table 6 about here. 
Table 7 about here. 
 
• Comparison of digital and corporeal flows based on the overall connectivity of the 
nodes 
 
In a recent paper, Choi et al. (2006) present a systematic comparison between the 
spatiality of Internet backbone flows and air passenger flows. Using network-analytical 
tools, they offer an interesting comparison of the position of 82 cities based on their 
position in both networks. Their main conclusion is that there is indeed a structural 
similarity between both types of networks. However, the concepts and measures are 
based on less-than-perfect notions of connectivity, as the authors use (i) capacity data and 
(ii) information on direct connections only. The resulting measures may possibly be 
regarded as useful proxies in this context, but the use of coherent notions of connectivity 
for both types of networks would clearly strengthen such analyses. This is what we have 
offered in the present paper, and we therefore conclude our paper with a similar analysis 
drawing on our new conceptualizations and measurements of accessibility for European 
cities in order to show what the “extra elements” such as actual traffic and network 
connectivity adds/changes to our notion about information exchange flows in urban 
network studies. To this end, we apply a K-means clustering (Ward’s method) on the 
results summarized in Figure 1.   
 
Figure 1 about here. 
 
                                                            
14 Only origin-destination flows larger than 30 passengers are considered as inter-city connections. 
15 For a discussion of the position that these European cities take in the DICC measures, see Figure 1 below. 
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The K-means clustering results in six different groups of cities. The main cluster consists 
of Frankfurt, Paris, London, and Amsterdam. This cluster dominates both in terms of 
airline and digital intercity connectivities in the European network which is largely 
consistent to our notion about the dominating European cities in the global urban network 
(see Beaverstock et al., 2000, Derudder et al., 2007, Devriendt et al., 2009). The same can 
be said about the second group of cities ranked slightly below. Cluster 2 consists of 
Madrid, Milan, Brussels, Zurich, Munich, and Düsseldorf. Note that while important world 
cities such as Milan, Zurich, and Munich are in AICC terms similar to Amsterdam’s position 
(group 1), they largely differ in terms of DICC. This results partially from the fact that the 
IXP data present global exchange traffic, boosting the position of cities with a large North 
American in-bound and out-bound traffic, whereas our airline connectivity only focuses on 
intraEuropean connections . The third (including Hamburg, Copenhagen, Vienna, 
Stockholm, Lyons, Oslo, and Prague) and fourth cluster (including Barcelona, Budapest, 
Dublin, Geneva, Göteborg, Helsinki, Lisbon, Manchester, Nuremberg, Rome, Stuttgart, 
Turin, and Warsaw) could be labelled as secondary cities when compared to the ones 
above. These groups differs largely in terms of AICC but are clustered in terms of diverging 
DICC values. Finally, Tallinn-Tampere, and Ljubljana-Bucharest-Bilbao-Luxembourg City 
are two groups that are ranked low for both connectivities.  
 
In conclusion, the cluster classification reflects comparable values for the cities in both 
networks (Choi et al. 2006). European cities assume largely similar hierarchical levels in 
terms of digital and physical information flows. Furthermore, we can say that although the 
Internet is often implicitly conceived as a medium without terrestrial restrictions, digital 
flows seem to depend more on a central location than airline flows (Tranos 2009).  
 
 
IV. Conclusion and future research 
The overall purpose of this paper has been to better understand the position cities take as 
nodal points in the space of informational flows. To draw the attention of reserachers and 
policy-makers to the problems associated with such intercity connectivity studies, we 
developed—in parallel with the intuitively clearer notion of urban accessibility in airline 
networks—a new conceptualization and associated measure of urban digital accessibility. 
Drawing on previous work of for instance Derudder and Witlox (2005, 2008) and Zook 
and Brunn (2006) which focused on data problems in air travel-based studies, we 
observed the “obstacles” in digital connectivity studies and compiled some “answers” to 
this key issue—telecommunication data—in urban network research. In contrast to for 
instance Choi et al. (2006), our measures draw on actual traffic data (i.e. MIDT and Euro-IX 
data) and use a more refined concept of connectivity based for the Digital Inter-City 
Connectivity (DICC) on the basic premises of spatial interaction modelling.  
 
However, besides the embracing of actual traffic and network connectivity data in our 
analysis, we did not present a truly global analysis because of data constraints. While the 
ICT data adopted in this paper (Euro-IX data) record global data packet volumes, the fact 
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that only European interconnection points are recorded combined with the analysis of the 
European backbone data limit their use for a truly global urban network analysis. Using 
this Europe-centred dataset, it is impossible to assess the complete scope of a city’s 
connections within the network as the broader geography of the network remains 
obscure. The obvious solution to this regional conundrum is to combine the information 
contained in different sources into a single dataset, but further problems may arise as the 
information is not necessarily gathered, measured, and published in the same year. 
Moreover, there are large differences between the US and Europe in the use of public 
versus private exchange points. Working out a truly global analysis is therefore a pressing 
avenue for further research, however, as mentioned above, largely dependent on data 
availability. The advanced stage and superior availability of airline data (ICAO, AEA, MIDT, 
DB1B, see Devriendt et al. 2009) results therefore currently in a preference for air-travel 
based analyses in urban connectivity studies, however, neglect the importance of digital 
information exchange. We believe the above-presented formula is a step forward in the 
understanding of inter-city connectivity based on ICT data, however, await upon more up-
to-date as well as more complete data. 
 
In conclusion, we have tried to enhance the empirical insight into the complex 
interrelations between telecommunication networks and the formation of transnational 
urban systems through the depiction of urban connectivity in a specific type of ICT 
networks. The fast-evolving nature of such digital networks implies that we are not 
dealing with an end-product but an on-going bundle of processes. This means that the 
connectivity gaps that we have identified may be filled in the coming years as overall 
infrastructure development intensifies. On the other hand the gaps may widen as 
backbone networks and the associated infrastructure become more concentrated in fewer 
cities. We cannot know which of these future scenarios will come to pass, but we do know 
that we will not be able to assess such changes unless we have a good understanding of 
the urban geography of these networks. 
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Table 1: Inter-city data sources in Castells’ three-layered space of flows.  
 
Layer 1 
Material basis for the space of 
flows 
Electronic impulses in digital 
networks 
 
Moss and Townsend (2000) 
 
Rutherford et al. (2005) 
 
Layer 2 
Nodes and hubs of the space of 
flows 
World city network 
Smith & Timberlake (2001) 
 
Taylor et al. (2002) 
Layer 3 
Spatial organization of 
managerial elites 
Expatriation of managerial elites 
Beaverstock (2004) 
 
Perkins (1997) 
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Table 2: The 10 most important European cities based on their total number of origin & destination 
and hub passengers respectively. (Source: MIDT 2001) 
 
Rank City  
# ori/des/hub 
passengers 
 
Rank City  
# ori/des 
passengers 
1 London 42889694  1 London 37041014 
2 Paris 32264799  2 Paris 27173210 
3 Frankfurt 20571099  3 Frankfurt 12923827 
4 Amsterdam 16419197  4 Madrid 11388947 
5 Madrid 15053870  5 Milan 11053046 
6 Milan 13394671  6 Rome 11040094 
7 Rome 13265978  7 Amsterdam 10950448 
8 Munich 10652051  8 Munich 8763005 
9 Zurich 9298454  9 Barcelona 8045328 
10 Barcelona 8990297  10 Athens 6699514 
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Table 3: The 20 most important cities in the European airline network according to their AICCi 
value.  
 
Rank City AICCi 
1 London 233.6 
2 Paris 219.5 
3 Frankfurt 212.2 
4 Amsterdam 208.5 
5 Stockholm 204.9 
6 Brussels 203.8 
7 Milan 203.5 
8 Munich 202.7 
9 Zurich 199.0 
10 Copenhagen 199.0 
11 Barcelona 198.4 
12 Madrid 197.7 
13 Rome 197.0 
14 Düsseldorf 196.5 
15 Vienna 192.0 
16 Hamburg 190.5 
17 Manchester 187.6 
18 Oslo 187.2 
19 Helsinki 186.8 
20 Athens 185.7 
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Table 4: The 15 most important AICC relationships in the European airline network.  
RANK CITY A CITY B AICCAB 
1 Milan Rome 6.19 
2 Rome Milan 6.19 
3 Amsterdam London 6.09 
4 London Amsterdam 6.09 
5 London Paris 6.03 
6 Paris London 6.03 
7 Dublin London 6.02 
8 London Dublin 6.02 
9 Barcelona Madrid 5.95 
10 Madrid Barcelona 5.95 
11 Frankfurt London 5.89 
12 London Frankfurt 5.89 
13 Düsseldorf Munich 5.82 
14 Munich Düsseldorf 5.82 
15 Hamburg Munich 5.80 
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Table 5: The 10 most important European cities based on their total volume of daily digital traffic in 
Mbps. (Source: Euro-IX 2008) 
 
Rank City  Mbps 
1 Amsterdam 310055 
2 London 183723 
3 Frankfurt 173029 
4 Madrid 86500 
5 Stockholm 69829 
6 Paris 60563 
7 Budapest 44600 
8 Milan 25704 
9 Prague 25283 
10 Copenhagen 15129 
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Table 6: The 20 most important cities in the European airline network according to their DICCi 
value.  
 
Rank City DICCi 
1 London 286.8 
2 Frankfurt 257.0 
3 Paris 248.7 
4 Amsterdam 230.3 
5 Madrid 188.7 
6 Milan 170.9 
7 Brussels 148.3 
8 Zurich 143.9 
9 Düsseldorf 142.4 
10 Hamburg 124.7 
11 Vienna 122.9 
12 Munich 118.4 
13 Copenhagen 116.3 
14 Prague 111.2 
15 Stockholm 103.7 
16 Lyons 102.4 
17 Oslo 98.4 
18 Nuremberg 85.8 
19 Budapest 81.1 
20 Turin 74.4 
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Table 7: The 15 most important DICC relationships in the European airline network.  
RANK CITY A CITY B DICCAB 
1 London Paris 25,17 
2 Amsterdam London 24,57 
3 Frankfurt Paris 20,26 
4 Amsterdam Frankfurt 19,77 
5 London Frankfurt 18,95 
6 Amsterdam Paris 18,57 
7 London Brussels 16,87 
8 Madrid Paris 16,69 
9 London Madrid 15,62 
10 Paris Milan 14,33 
11 London Hamburg 13,44 
12 London Milan 13,40 
13 Frankfurt Düsseldorf 12,79 
14 Paris Brussels 12,75 
15 Madrid Milan 12,57 
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Figure 1: The K-means clustering of the European cities based on AICCi and DICCi 
 
 
 
 
 
